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Introduction
This manual will give you all the information you need to access all of Musii’s features. If
you want to change scales, make your own sounds, add samples or even connect
Musii to external devices you will find the information here.
Getting started
Before switching Musii on you will need to attach a monitor, mouse and keyboard. Musii
uses a standard VGA monitor and a USB mouse and keyboard. Connect these to the
rear of the black casing underneath Musii and switch it on.
When Musii has finished booting you will see the following screen:

The controls in the top row are global settings for Musii The three rows below
correspond to the three cones. The vertical column on the top right controls the Drum
Hit module and below that are the Open Sound Control settings.

Global Settings

On the left you have the 
Main volume,
this sets the overall sound level, to its right is the
clip indicator if this shows red you may get distortion
Next is the 
Scale and Tempo 
section. Tempo sets the overall speed that Musii plays at.
When the 
autokey 
switch is on Musii will transpose the root note up or down by a fifth
randomly to create more complex melodies.
Below is the drop down menu for 
scale selection
. Here you can choose from a list of
14 scales or you can set Musii to be chromatic.
Transpose 
sets the root note, zero is C, a setting of 12
is one octave above. If you

wanted D
as your root note you would select 2 (2 semitones from C)

Soundscape Settings
enables you to select the soundscapes as you would from the
Keypad. On the left you can save an individual scape or you can load or save a whole
bank using the buttons on the right.This will bring up the file dialog below:

If you want your Bank to be available when you aren't using a monitor save it as default
in the desktop folder named musii_preset_banks.

Drum Loop and Light
Controls

Loop Number
selects from a large library of loops, you can toggle these on and off with
the switch to the right. Below is the name of the loop.
The length of the loop is set with the 
Length in Beats 
control this compensates for a
loop being for instance 4 beats long or 16. You can use this control creatively to double
or half the tempo of the loop. The loops volume control is to the right.
Light Brightness
is self explanatory, there may be occasions where you dont want
Musii to light up or it may be too bright for some users.
Light setting
steps through the four light presets, these are listed in the basic manual.
Panic 
will silence any stuck notes you may get while programming and 
calibrate 
is a
duplicate of the control on the remote

Cone Controls
Next are the controls relating to the cones, the controls are the same for each cone.

Range and Timing
The first number box sets the 
Range
of the notes Musii plays. If you set it to one the
cone will play only a single note, set it to 24 and the note range will be 24 semitones or
two octaves. The maximum is 127 notes.
Pitch
controls the root note of the cone so you can transpose the sound, keep this

control in multiples of 12 unless you want to play off key! This can be useful when the
cone is used in percussion mode to control which percussive hits are played. More on
this later.
Sustain Off 
switches the cone into monophonic mode, this means that the cone will
only play one note at a time. When sustain is on Musii’s cone will play up to three notes.
This means that chords can be played.
Below is the 
timing
menu this allows you to select between quarter, eighth and
sixteenth note divisions. This lets one cone play notes faster or slower than another.
underneath is the 
Drum Hits 
switch. When the button is pressed the cone will send its
notes to the 
Drum Hit Module 
so you can play drums with the cone. Turn down the
volume on the cone if you dont want to hear melodies at the same time.
Sample Settings

Each cone controls a simple sample based synthesiser. 
Sample Number 
selects the
sample used, the name of the sample is shown in the window to the right. The buttons
on the left and right step up/down through the samples.
Sample Bank 
switches between collections of samples. if you have added your own
samples you can use this control to select them.
Sample Attack 
cuts the start of the sample off to make a slow sound more percussive
or to remove the transient at the start of a sample for instance.
Sample Release 
makes the sample die away slowly, small numbers make it stop
abruptly
Dry level 
sets the volume of the sound without effects
Output Level 
sets the overall volume of the cone
Delay Level
controls the volume of the echo or delay
To the right of these controls are the settings for the filter 
Cutoff Freq
sets the
frequency that the filter is active at, 
Filter Q 
accentuates the frequencies at the cutoff

frequency. If you dont want to use the filter set the Filter Q to zero. There is an 
LFO
for
the filter, the frequency and depth of the LFO modulation with the corresponding
controls.
Underneath are the controls for the for the Filter Envelope
Env Level 
sets how much the envelope modulates the
cutoff frequency. The envelope is a standard ADSR this
stands for attack, decay, sustain, release.
Below the filter envelope are the Effect controls, the first two
control the 
delay time
or timing of the echos, 
delay
feedback 
sets how long the repeats go on for.
The last control is the reverb size, small numbers sound like
a bathroom, large ones a cathedral.
Drum Hit Module
This section is similar to the sampler but only has a bank
selection control and the various mixer controls. Refer to the
section above for details. You will need to have the Drum
Hits button pressed on one of the cones for this section to
work!

Open Sound Control Settings
If you want to connect Musii to external hardware such as
synths, computers or lighting systems you can use Open
Sound Control or 
OSC. 
This protocol uses a normal LAN
network to send control data. Its a replacement for the aging
midi
standard.
You will need to connect Musii’s LAN port to a router using
an ethernet cable. Find the IP address of the computer or
device you are connecting to and input it with the port
number into the grey box in the settings panel, see below
Type in the number and press return and musii will connect. If you have already done
this the IP will be saved and you just need to press the connect button.
Adding your own Samples
Its very simple to add your own samples to musii you just have to make sure they are in
the right format and then drop them into a folder on the desktop.

On the desktop you will find a folder called “musii_sound_pool” in here are folders
named bank1, bank2, bank3 and so on. The first two have the factory samples in them.
When you are sure the folder is empty just drop the samples into the folder. You can
then select them using the 
Sample Bank 
control described earlier.

We recommend using long samples if you want sustaining sounds, also make sure they
are pitched as “C” to keep everything in tune. The samples should be 
16bit, 44.1khz
.wav 
format.
You can also add samples to the 
Drum Hit module 
these samples are contained in a
subfolder called 
drum_banks 
these can be as long or short as you like, no need to
restrict yourself to drums either you Ecould cut up a piece of music and turn it into a
drum bank. Bank 2 features a well known breakbeat cut into single hits as an example.
Midi Connection to External Devices
If you have purchased the midi interface option you can use this to connect to devices
such as laptops, Ipads and synthesisers.
Connect the interface to a spare USB port on Musii and then connect the 5 pin midi plug
labeled ‘output’ to your external device. Most synthesisers have a midi socket built in, in
the case of laptops and Ipads will need to buy an interface.
Musii outputs midi in two different ways. The first mode outputs note data on channels
13 the second outputs a single note with velocity and modulation (cc1). In this mode
musii responds to how quickly a cone is struck or bent. If your external synth is velocity

sensitive this will control its volume or other parameters. Modulation data can be set to
control vibrato, filter cutoff and lots more.
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